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University of Washington 
Faculty Council on Research 

March 8th, 2017 
9:00am – 10:30am 

Gerberding 142 
 
Meeting synopsis: 
 
1. Call to order 
2. Review of the minutes from February 8th, 2017 
3. Announcements 
4. Sally Thompson-Irritani, Director Office of Animal Welfare – Presentation on HoverBoard, the new 

on-line IACUC protocol system 
5. Chuck Frevert – Discussion of issues related to shared resources for research at UW 
6. Lynette Arias – Update on research regulations  
7. Vote on waiver request from the APL 
8. Adjourn  
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
1) Call to order 

 

Rosenfeld called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m.  
 

2) Review of the minutes from February 8th, 2017 

 

The minutes from February 8th, 2017 were approved as written.  
 

3) Announcements 

 

March 2 Faculty Senate meeting 

 

Rosenfeld explained the Faculty Senate approved FCR’s Class C Resolution concerning postdoctoral 
fellows in their most recent meeting. A taskforce will be charged to address associated issues and 
recommend policy changes in line with what is listed in the resolution. Open access and associated draft 
policy were also discussed by the body, and senators were asked to disseminate information back to 
their units to spread information on the initiative. Rosenfeld explained a number of faculty and 
professional staff have agreed to act as “ambassadors” for the draft Open Access Policy to go to various 
units and present information/answer questions about the proposal. He encouraged FCR members to 
consider volunteering for the effort.  
 
The Advisory Committee on Intellectual Property Policy and Practice (ACIPPP) met several times and 
part of its discussions focused on questions of legality relating to implementing a university-wide (opt-
out) open access policy at the UW (through various mechanisms). A member noted any revisions made 
to Executive Order No. 36 (Patent, Invention, and Copyright Policy) must be formally approved by the 
Governor due to a law approved in 2009.  
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4) Sally Thompson-Iritani, Director Office of Animal Welfare – Presentation on HoverBoard, the new 

on-line IACUC protocol system 

 

Sally Thompson-Iritani (Director, Office of Animal Welfare) joined the council to present information on 
HoverBoard – a new online Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) protocol system. She 
used a PowerPoint as part of her presentation (Exhibit 1).  
 

  Overview  

 
Iritani presented some information on the UW Office of Animal Welfare (OAW), and the functional 
support areas of the Office (Slide 2, Exhibit 1). OAW facilitates the IACUC review of research protocols 
and grants involving live vertebrate animals, as well as provides oversight and compliance on behalf of 
the IACUC in accordance with applicable laws, policies and regulations. 
 
In 2013, OAW processes and procedures were evaluated and it was found that completion of work 
surrounding training documentation, protocols forms, IACUC meetings, and site visit deficiencies 
required use of various different systems and applications. She explained 3-year plans are now in place 
to completely convert site visit conversions and protocol conversions using SmartForm and integrated 
systems via HoverBoard. Huron Education Software and Services, a company that offers improved 
research administration business processes, is the vendor. The company works already with UW Human 
Subjects.  
 
Iritani explained five of six implementation steps have already been completed relating to database 
development. She noted it is important that researchers provide input on the initiative and associated 
resources in order to make the database as useful as possible. She clarified that training documentation, 
protocols forms, IACUC meetings, and site visit deficiencies have each been integrated into HoverBoard 
systems.  
 
  Council feedback 

 
A member noted the difficulty associated with various researcher trainings being offered through 
different locations online. Lidstrom explained the Office of Research is in the early planning stages of a 
project to consolidate researcher trainings and offer them through a single source.  
 
Iritani noted her Office is grappling with how best to communicate widely with UW researchers, as 
spreading information about HoverBoard is an ongoing challenge. A member noted word-of-mouth 
dissemination can be effective given that colleagues speak to each other on a regular basis.   
 
It was noted it is possible through HoverBoard to view delays in review processes. Gibran asked if there 
was a mechanism for expedited reviews, or whether or not processes could be examined for expedited 
reviews within the new systems. Irritani noted there is an option for an “urgent review,” which typically 
takes three days.  
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Rosenfeld thanked Irritani for presenting the information. FCR members expressed optimism and 
appreciation for HoverBoard integrations, despite some noted kinks. Iritani noted there are major 
updates coming in September of 2017.  
 

5) Chuck Frevert – Discussion of issues related to shared resources for research at UW 

 

Frevert explained he would like to brief the council on shared research resources (aka. cores) in the 
Department of Comparative Medicine and discuss the topic of shared research resources more broadly. 
He used a PowerPoint as part of his presentation (Exhibit 2).  
 
He showed a list of shared resources within the Department of Comparative Medicine (Slide 1, Exhibit 
2), as well as some of the benefits associated with shared resources at the UW and beyond (Slide 2, 
Exhibit 2), which included: 
 
 Increases the competitiveness of UW investigators for external research funding. 
 Enhances the ability of UW investigators to conduct cutting-edge research. 
 Increases competitiveness for recruiting and retaining strong faculty members. 
 Enhances scientific rigor and increases reproducibility. 
 Increases efficiency and cost effectiveness. 
 Serves as a resource that fosters new collaborations. 
 A number of universities and research institutes are taking significant steps to increase their 

investment in shared resources.  
 
Frevert presented some of the top challenges facing shared resources. He noted the biggest obstacle is 
acquiring funding and managing a revenue-neutral budget. Other primary obstacles include maintaining 
existing resources as state-of-the-art facilities, identification and development of new resources in a 
research enterprise that is rapidly evolving, and increasing utilization and communicating the existence 
of shared resources (Slide 4, Exhibit 1). Lidstrom (president’s designee) commented that the tracking of 
shared resources across the UW was attempted three years ago. The project did not have significant 
funding, required a great deal of time, and listings needed to be updated annually. There was some 
discussion of cores and interactions between Fred Hutch and the UW, as well as the costs of sharing 
equipment. There was also some discussion of expertise necessary to use specialized instrumentation.  
 
Frevert presented some of the ways the UW can assist with shared resources between researchers 
(Slide 5, Exhibit 2). He questioned if there is a way to make UW shared resources an important part of 
the mission of the UW Development Office and CoMotion. Sandison remarked that the hard part is 
advertising available specialized equipment, and questioned where the most appropriate and visible 
place is to house this information.  
 
Frevert commented that lack of shared resources at the UW noted puts UW researchers at a 
disadvantage as it is costing them more to conduct research. Frevert questioned how the University can 
develop an infrastructure to facilitate widespread sharing of resources. There was some discussion of 
the costs of conducting various research. It was noted this topic often presents the question of 
prioritizing budgetary items, and deciding on budgetary trade-offs.  
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It was noted a discussion of possible solutions should occur in a future meeting.  
 
Lynette Arias – Update on research regulations  

Discussion of the item was postponed due to time constraints.  
 

6) Vote on waiver request from the APL 

 

The request is for a waiver of an APL (Applied Physics Laboratory) contract continuation. The title of the 
project is “Advisory Support on Active and Passive Microwave Signatures of the Ocean;” the Principal 
Investigator is William Plant.  
 
Frevert explained the project does not include students nor foreign nationals, and publication is not 
likely. He noted the Subcommittee on Restricted Contracts has recommended approval. There was some 
brief discussion of indirect costs; it was clarified that APL is under a completely different structure than 
the rest of the University relating to indirect costs.  
 
Members approved the contract waiver by majority vote.  
 

7) Adjourn 

 

Rosenfeld adjourned the meeting at 10:30 am. He noted the next meeting of the council would likely be 
cancelled.  
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Minutes by Joey Burgess, jmbg@uw.edu, council support analyst  

 

Present: Faculty: Eliot Brenowitz, Chuck Frevert, Benjamin Marwick, Michael Rosenfeld 
(Chair), Paul Fishman, Nicole Gibran 

   Ex-officio reps: Diana Louden, N’Vida Yotcho, Jennifer Harris, George Sandison 
   President’s designee: Mary Lidstrom 
   Guests: Sally Thompson-Iritani, Pedro Fonseca, Susan Camber 
 

Absent: Faculty: Donald Chi, Mark Haselkorn, Gina-Anne Levow, Tueng Shen, John 
Slattery, Todd Herrenkohl 

   Ex-officio reps: Michelle Brault  
 

Exhibits 

Exhibit 1 – Faculty_Council_Research_March_2017.pdf 
Exhibit 2 – FCR_SharedResources_03.08.17_Final.pdf Enhances the ability of UW investigators to 
conduct cutting-edge research. 
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“The Elephant in the Room”                       
Administrative Burden

• 2005 Federal Demonstration Partnership survey of investigator (42%)

• 2009 National Research Council (NRC) report stated that the problem of excessive regulatory 
burdens on university research programs could cost “billions of dollars over the next decade.” 

• A 2012 survey of FDP faculty members (seven years after the first survey) found that the 
average time that PIs of federally sponsored research projects spend on associated 
administrative tasks remained at 42 percent. 

• A 2013 review by the Council on Governmental Relations’ (COGR) November, demonstrated 
there continues to be an ongoing increase in regulations affecting PIs and research institutions.

• 2014 National Science Board Report - Reducing Investigators Administrative Workload for 
Federally Funded Research (AKA – Reducing Regulatory Burden) – average remained 42%

• 21st Centuries Act:
•Not later than 2 years after the date of enactment of this Act, the Director of National Institutes of Health, in collaboration with 

the Secretary of Agriculture and the Commissioner of Food and Drugs, shall complete a review of applicable regulations and 
policies for the care and use of laboratory animals and make revisions, as appropriate, to reduce administrative burden on 
investigators while maintaining the integrity and credibility of research findings and protection of research animals. 

•In carrying out this effort, the Director of the National Institutes of Health shall seek the input of experts, as appropriate. The 
Director of the National Institutes of Health shall: 

•identify ways to ensure such regulations and policies are not inconsistent, overlapping, or unnecessarily duplicative, including
with respect to inspection and review requirements by Federal agencies and accrediting associations; 

•take steps to eliminate or reduce identified inconsistencies, overlap, or duplication among such regulations and policies; and 
•take other actions, as appropriate, to improve the coordination of regulations and policies with respect to research with 
laboratory animals

• Recently: for every new regulation you must eliminate 2 previous regulations. 

Recognize our Elephant
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Our Mission and Vision
• Protect the integrity and excellence of vertebrate animal research and 

teaching at the University of Washington. 
• Provide comprehensive resources and outstanding services to the UW 

IACUC, faculty, staff, and other partners for navigating and complying with 
the rules and regulations regarding use of vertebrate animals.

Our Service
• The Office of Animal Welfare (OAW) facilitates the IACUC review of 

research protocols and grants involving live vertebrate animals. 
• In addition, the OAW provides oversight and compliance on behalf of the 

IACUC in accordance with applicable laws, policies and regulations.

Office of Animal Welfare
Exhibit 1 



Where we interact

Grant & Protocol 
Services

Animal Use 
Training

Regulatory 
Affairs

OAW
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Functional Support Areas

Training 
Documentation

Protocol Form

IACUC Meetings

Site Visit 
Deficiencies

Functional Area

Functional Areas where we interact 
with Researchers and their staff

One other area that we will talk about 
later – Grant:Protocol Congruency
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Processes in 2013

Training 
Documentation Excel

Protocol Form Word Version

IACUC Meetings Word 
Agenda/Catalyst

Site Visit 
Deficiencies

Excel 
documentation

Functional Area Current System Layered with several internal 
databases – access, excel, word 
documents, over 200 linear feet 
of file storage……

Lean analysis – identified at 
least 6 databases for one 
process -
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Convert 
process into 
integrated 

system

Develop 
electronic 
real time 
analysis

Convert to 
electronic 

storage

Site Visit on 
paper

3 years 

1.5 year                 1 year                        .5 year 

Site Visit Conversion
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Convert to an 
electronic 

SmartForm

Develop an 
electronic 

storage site –
SharePoint

Eliminate 
paper and 

start review 
electronically

Protocols in 
paper format 

200 linear 
feet of file 

storage

3 years 

1.5 year                 1 year                        .5 year 

Protocol Conversion
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• Do an extensive needs assessment
• Include all of your stakeholders

Request for 
Information/Proposal

• Speed dating
• Do they listen to you?Evaluate Vendor

• Manage the relationships thru the process
• Stakeholders, management & vendor/ITNurture the process

Pursuit of Long-term Solution
Exhibit 1 



Huron Education Software and Services
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Software System 

Implementation Services

Project Planning

Portal Architecture

Functional Design

Configuration

System Testing

Documentation & Training

Deployment Services

Sustaining Services

Click™ Portal Software 

Products

• Research Administration 

– Grants

-- Contracts

-- Awards

-- MTA

• Research Oversight 

-- IRB

-- COI

-- IACUC

-- Safety and Animal Ops

• Clinical Trials Management

Improved Research Administration Business Processes

Consulting Services

Core Functions:  

Research, Finance, 

Procurement, HR, IT, Facilities

Research Solutions:

Strategy, Organization, 

Business Process, Financial 

Management, Cost 

Reimbursement, Risk 

Management, Change 

Management

Regulatory and Finance Experts
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Complete Complete CompleteComplete Complete Now

Database Development
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HoverBoard
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TOC: Past, Present & Future

• Email
• Help Sessions
• Newsletters
• Offer 1:1 help

Exhibit 1 



Click IACUC Features
Building Blocks

14

.

Create protocols with experiments*

*Experiments can have one or more team or 

standard procedures

Create procedures*

*Team procedures can have one or more team or 

standard substances

Substances & Procedures Library

Substances Procedures Substances

Research Team

Procedures Protocols

Create 

substances

Procedure

Substance Substance

Protocol Experiment

Procedure

Substance Substance

Procedure

Substance

Substance

Substance

Substance

Substance

Procedure

Substance Substance
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Sample: SmartForm Experiments
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Training 
Documentation

Old database/ 
Excel

HoverBoard 
Records

Protocol Form Current Word 
Version

HoverBoard
SmartForm

IACUC Meetings Word 
Agenda/Catalyst

HoverBoard
Agenda/Weekly 

Distribution

Site Visit 
Deficiencies

Current Excel 
documentation

HoverBoard
Concern 

Functional Area Current System HoverBoard

Conversion of word version into 
smart form - inserted migration 

language into new questions. 
PI validated in HoverBoard.

Training IACUC members how to 
review/approve in HoverBoard.

Training facility supervisors and 
PIs to respond in HoverBoard.

Mass Migration
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In 6 months:
• Migrated 450+ approved protocols 
• Transferred 145 site visits (~206 individual events)

• {Hired 10 student helpers; 3 temporary scientists}
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What’s next?

Training 
Documentation

Protocol Form

IACUC Meetings

Site Visit 
Deficiencies

Functional Area

Functional Areas where we interact 
with Researchers and their staff

One other area that we will talk about 
later – Grant:Protocol Congruency

Exhibit 1 



https://mpclkuwstage2.huronclick.com/IACUC_Training/login/login
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PI Feedback
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In
 L

if
e

Transgenic Resources program

In Vivo Services

Gnotobiotic Animal Core (GNAC)

BSL3/ABSL3 Facility and Services

P
at

h
o

lo
gy Comparative Pathology Program

Aging

Neuropathology
Histology and Imaging Core (HIC)

Department of Comparative Medicine
Shared Resources (Cores)

Preclinical Research and Translational Services (PRTS)
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Importance of Shared Resources
1. Enhances the ability of UW investigators to conduct 

cutting-edge research
2. Increases the competitiveness of UW investigators for 

external research funding
3. Increases competitiveness for recruiting and retaining 

strong faculty members
4. Enhances scientific rigor and increases reproducibility
5. Increases efficiency and cost effectiveness
6. Serves as a resource that fosters new collaborations
7. A number of Universities and research institutes are 

taking significant steps to increase their investment in 
shared resources.

Bottom Line: How do we keep UW investigators competitive?
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Top Challenges Facing Shared Resources

1. Acquiring funding & managing a revenue neutral budget
a) Providing specialized expertise and oversight
b) Maintenance costs (HIC - $71,000/year)
c) Managing workload for the existing staff 

2. Maintaining existing resources as state-of-the-art facilities
a) Need for capital equipment acquisitions to replace old or 

purchase new instruments.
b) Implementation of new technologies

3. Identification and development of new resources in a 
research enterprise that is rapidly evolving.
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Top Challenges Facing Shared Resources

4. How do you increase the utilization of shared resources
a) UW Investigators
b) Outside academic investigators
c) External commercial customers

5. How do we communicate the existence of shared 
resources?

6. Duplication of expensive instrumentation and expertise
7. Assisting junior faculty with obtaining preliminary data
8. How do we provide training for our staff and users?
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1. Help cover the expenses for staff, capital investments and 
maintenance costs (e.g., negotiation of service contracts)

2. Make UW Shared Resources an important part of the 
mission for the Development Office and CoMotion

3. Provide oversight and assistance in developing processes 
for creating new resources and assisting and reviewing 
existing Cores 

4. Prevent unnecessary duplication of instrumentation and 
specialized expertise

5. Assist in advertising of shared resources to UW 
investigators and commercial interests (e.g., searchable 
portfolio) 

How can the UW Assist Shared ResourcesExhibit 2



The ARCF a UW Shared Resource

• State-of-the-Art centralized facility
• Centralized and flexible campus wide resource
• Ability to work with outside industry

UW – Animal Research and Care Facility (ARCF)
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